New technologies boost
efficiency of plastics shredding

Lindner reSource GmbH in Grossbottwar/Germany has further developed its
single shaft shredders from the “Apollo” series, especially in terms of their
application areas, high throughput capacities and optimal energy efficiency for
shredding plastics.

High availability under tough conditions
Strong, reliable, economic: the Apollo model series is ready for your recycling
needs. Tailored to companies with low to medium material volumes, the machine
enables cost-effective shredding of varying product waste down to defined
granulate sizes. The combination of perfected machine technology and intelligent
comfort functions guarantees a high degree of operational reliability as well as
particularly simple operation and maintenance. Thanks to numerous optional
features, the shredder can be tailored precisely to your material requirements.
Start shredding efficiently and maintain easily!

High throughput with low drive power
The ongoing development of the square-blade rotor, which is available for the
entire “Apollo” series, brings with it a significant improvement in terms of energy
efficiency when reducing rigid/hard plastics. The precise positioning of the
concave rotor blades with varying blade protrusions ensures controlled and
optimized cutting. For example, the Apollo 1000 single shaft shredder can
achieve a throughput capacity of 500 kg/h to 800 kg/h with a drive power of
only 22 kW.

About Lindner
Lindner reSource GmbH is a member of the Austrian Lindner Group with
headquarters in Spittal/Austria. Founded in 1948 as a machine and plant
equipment manufacturer, today Lindner ranks among the most competent
providers of shredding technology for industrial applications. With approx. 110
employees, the Lindner Group specializes on the development, manufacturing
and sales of integrated systems and machines for the production of alternative
fuels.
The area of plastics and recycling is efficiently handled by sales and service
company Lindner reSource GmbH, headquartered in Grossbottwar/Germany. The
company offers. high-performance Single Shaft Shredders, Granulators and
Wash lines, with throughput capacities of 300 kg/h to 10,000 kg/h for the
plastics and recycling industry,
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